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Section 1: Ensure Receipts Are Already Printing on the Point of Sale 

 

1. Open My Computer > C:// > SC 
2. Locate the IBM file entitled WAUXPORTS* and right-click. 

 

 
 
*Note: on some terminals, this may be called WPORTS. If both WPORTS and WAUXPORTS are present, complete steps 2 through 6 for 
each file. 

 
3. Click ‘Open With..’ 
4. From the list of available programs, select ‘Notepad’ and click OK. 

 

 
 

5. Ensure that the text file matches the number of the COM Port that your receipt printer is plugged into. For 
example, 001* would indicate that your receipt printer is plugged into COM1. 

6. Save changes if needed. 
7. Locate the IBM title entitled WAUXBAUD* and right click 

 
*Note: on some terminals, this may also be called PRBAUD. If both WAUXBAUD and PRBAUD are present, complete steps 2 through 6 for 
each file. 
 

8. Click ‘Open With..’ 
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9. From the list of available programs, selected ‘Notepad’ and click OK.  
10. Ensure that the text file matches the baud rate found on your printer diagnostics page. For example, 115 

would indicate a baud rate of 115200. 
11. Save Changes if needed. 
12. Run a transaction to ensure that you are printing receipts. 

 
 

Section 2: Putting SmartReceipt Software in the Mix 
 

1. Download and install SmartReceipt from http://install.receipt.com following the installation instructions. 
2. From the Desktop, click on the SmartReceipt Configuration Icon. 
3. Click on the Ports tab. 
4. Change the SmartReceipt Port from 20 to 7 and Click Save. 
5. Open My Computer > C:// > SC 
6. Locate the IBM file entitled WAUXPORTS* and right-click. 

 
*on some terminals, this may be called WPORTS. If both WPORTS and WAUXPORTS are present, complete steps 2 through 6 for each file. 
 

7. Click ‘Open With..’ 
8. From the list of available programs, select ‘Notepad’ and click OK. 
9. Change the COM Port number to 007 (to match the SmartReceipt port) and save changes. 

*Note: for certain terminals the file may read 001002 indicating that there are two printers plugged into COM1 and COM2 respectively. This 
may occur if there is a guest check receipt printer and an expo printer for example. Change only the guest check printer to 007. Ex. if expo 
printer was on COM2 and guest check on COM1 it would read 007002 

10. Run a transaction to ensure that you are printing receipts. 
11. Congratulations! SmartReceipt is now in the mix. 

 
	  


